Jupiter v3.0 Software Improved Features

The following list contains the new features that have been added to the Jupiter v3.0 software GUI:

1) New modular ARC devices are now supported in the External Control Wizard. The ARC-K1e and ARC-SW4e with multiple ARC-EX4e expansion panels can be configured from the wizard.

2) Six new apps have been added: Priority Zone Mixer #2, Gain-sharing Automixer #3, Gating Automixer #3, Sound Reinforcement #12, BGM Zone Mixer #1, and Dual Matrix Mixer #1. All except Priority Zone Mixer #2 are available for all three types of hardware: Jupiter•4, Jupiter•8 and Jupiter•12. Priority Zone Mixer #2 is available for Jupiter•8 and Jupiter•12 hardware.
3) Input Gain modules have been added to 11 different apps. These modules allow arbitrary linking of channels and greatly increase the flexibility of volume control.

4) Output Gain modules have been added to 20 different apps. These modules allow arbitrary linking of channels and greatly increase the flexibility of output level control. They appear right before the output Limiter modules and allow control of a group of outputs (zone).